Prefixes

Add the prefix **re** to each word. Print the new word on the line. Do you know what the new word means?

1. write ______________________
2. read ______________________
3. wrap ______________________
4. tie ________________________
5. name ______________________
6. align ______________________
7. do _________________________
8. calculate ____________________

Add the prefix **auto** to each word. Print the new word on the line. Do you know what the new word means?

1. biography_________________
2. pilot _________________
3. graph _________________
4. mobile _________________

Add the prefix **bi** to each word. Print the new word on the line. Do you know what the new word means?

1. cycle _________________
2. focal _________________
3. annual _________________
4. weekly _________________

Add the prefix **hyper** to each word. Print the new word on the line. Do you know what the new word means?

1. active _________________
2. sensitive _______________
3. link _________________
4. thyroid __________________